Measurement of polypectomy rate by using administrative claims data with validation against the adenoma detection rate.
The adenoma detection rate (ADR) is a main quality indicator in colonoscopy but has many challenges for calculating. The polypectomy rate (PR) may be calculable from administrative claims data, but this has not been validated against the ADR. To determine whether a PR calculated from United States billing claims data is an accurate surrogate for the ADR. A PR was calculated by using billing claims data from Current Procedural Terminology codes. The ADR was calculated for each endoscopist by using an endoscopy report database to which the pathology report data had been added. The relationship between PR and ADR was evaluated with the Pearson correlation coefficient. The ADR was plotted against the PR by individual endoscopist, and a least-squares regression line was created. A t test was used to analyze the differences in lesion detection between endoscopists with a PR above and below the benchmark PR. Tertiary-care, outpatient endoscopy center. All ages undergoing colonoscopy. PR and ADR. A total of 5382 colonoscopies were reviewed. A significant relationship between endoscopists' calculated PRs and ADRs was seen (r = 0.85; P < .001). Endoscopists needed a PR of 35% to achieve the recommended benchmark ADR of 20%. Endoscopists with PRs of 35% or greater had an ADR of 27% (6.2 standard deviation [SD]) as compared with 19% (1.9 SD) for those with PRs less than 35% (P = .0029). Study population. Calculated PR from billing claims data is an accurate surrogate for ADR and may become an important quality measure for external and internal use.